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1. Class: ECO 2013 Principles of Macroeconomics

Topic: Green Metrics of Sustainable Economic Growth

Grade: College Level

Recommended Time:  3 hours

2. Objectives: Students will learn about various measures of economic growth
including lesser known measures like the Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare
and the Genuine Progress Indicator. Students will be able to compare and contrast
those indices and have an educated discussion about the effectiveness of those
indices in depicting the true state of economic growth.

3. MDC Learning Outcomes: This assignment will address the following MDC learning

outcomes.

Outcome #2: Use quantitative analytical skills to evaluate and process numerical data.

Outcome #3: Solve problems using critical and creative thinking and scientific reasoning.

Outcome #4: Formulate strategies to locate, evaluate, and apply information

Outcome #6: Create strategies that can be used to fulfill personal, civic, and social
responsibility.
Outcome #7: Demonstrate knowledge of ethical thinking and its application to issues in society

Outcome #10: Describe how natural systems function and recognize the impact of humans on
the environment.

4. Content Outlines:

a) How is economic growth measured using the Gross Domestic Product?

b) What is the blueprint of economic growth as explained by the Solow Growth Model?

c) What is “catch-up” theory? Why isn’t there a true catch-up among all countries in the

world?

d) How is economic growth measured using the Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare

(ISEW), Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI), and the Green Gross Domestic Product

(gGDP)?

e) What are the components of ISEW, GPI, and gGDP?

f) What are the common categories used in “green” metrics? Discuss each of the eight

categories.

g) Compare historic data on GDP per capita and ISWE, GPI, and gGDP.

5. Required readings before class:

a) Chapter 28- Economics by McConnell, Brue, and Flynn- McGraw Hill



b) Green Metrics- Common Measures of Sustainable Economic Development by International

Economic Development Council:

https://www.iedconline.org/clientuploads/Downloads/edrp/IEDC_Greenmetrics.pdf

c) Measuring Sustainable Development by OECD:

https://www.oecd.org/site/worldforum/33703829.pdf

6. Instructional Strategies:

a) Instructor will explain the concepts economic growth and the importance of economic
growth. Instructor will then show how economic growth rates are calculated using the
Gross Domestic Product.

b) Play the video “200 years that changed the world by Hans Rosling” and discuss it with the
students. https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=BPt8ElTQMIg

c) Instructor will explain the Solow Growth Model and the blueprint for economic growth.
d) Instructor will explain the concept of “catch-up “and explain why most countries are not

able to catch up as the theory suggests.
e) Instructor will explain other measures of economic growth such as ISEW, GPI, and gGDP

and explain the components of each of the indices.
f) Instructor will ask the students to shout out the eight components of green metrics in the

reading and encourage students to explain each of those components separately.

g) Students will be asked to discuss why incorporating the green metrics to measure economic
growth might be a better way to understand the true level of economic growth.

h) End the class with the short speech by Robert Kennedy:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77IdKFqXbUY

7. Assessment:

a) Ask students to do a research paper on any four of the eight commonly used categories in

measuring sustainability. Ask them to focus on the impact of those components in the true
extent of economic development. Provide detail instructions via email.

b) Provide a quiz in class relating to the Solow Growth model and the graph associated with
it.
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